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Abstract—This paper is concerned with decentralized out-
put regulation of hierarchical systems subject to input and
output disturbances. It is assumed that the disturbance can
be represented as the output of an autonomous LTI system
with unknown initial state. The primary objective is to design
a decentralized controller with the property that not only does
it reject the degrading effect of the disturbance on the output
(for a satisfactory steady-state performance), it also results in
a small LQ cost function (implying a good transient behavior).
To this end, the underlying problem is treated in two phases.
In the first step, a number of modified systems are defined
in terms of the original system. The problem of designing
a LQ centralized controller which stabilizes all the modified
systems and rejects the disturbance in the original system is
considered, and it is shown that this centralized controller
can be efficiently found by solving a LMI problem. In the
second step, a method recently presented in the literature is
exploited to decentralize the designed centralized controller. It is
proved that the obtained controller satisfies the pre-determined
design specifications including disturbance rejection. Simulation
results elucidate the efficacy of the proposed control law.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the control literature, an interconnected system is often
referred to a system with a collection of interacting subsys-
tems [1]. In terms of the interaction topology between the
subsystems, the class of hierarchical interconnected systems
has drawn special attention in recent publications due to
its broad applications such as formation flying, underwater
vehicles, automated highway, robotics, satellite constellation,
etc., which have leader-follower structures or structures with
virtual leaders [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. It is shown in [2]
that even if a continuous-time interconnected system does
not have a hierarchical structure, under certain conditions
its discrete-time equivalent model can be transformed to a
hierarchical form. For such a system, it is normally desired to
design a set of local controllers corresponding to the individ-
ual subsystems, which partially exchange their information
[4], [7]. This demand is originated from some practical
limitations concerning, for instance, the geographical distri-
bution of the subsystems or the computational complexity
associated with a centralized controller [8]. The case when
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these local controllers operate independently (i.e., they do
not interact with each other), is referred to as decentralized
feedback control [9], [10], [11].
Various aspects of the decentralized control theory have
been extensively investigated in the past few decades. The
papers [10], [12], [13], [14] study the decentralized stabi-
lizability of a system by using the notions of decentralized
fixed modes and quotient fixed modes. Several approaches
are proposed in the literature to solve the pole-placement
problem by means of decentralized controllers [15], [16].
Furthermore, high-performance decentralized control design
techniques have been investigated in [17], [18].
Since the real-world systems are usually vulnerable to
external disturbances, the controller being designed for a
hierarchical interconnected system is desired to satisfy the
following properties:
i) The disturbances must be rejected in the steady state.
ii) A predefined H2 performance index should be min-
imized to achieve a fast transient response with an
acceptable control energy.
iii) The controller to be designed should be decentralized.
There exist a number of works which have addressed the
problem of designing a controller satisfying the properties
(i) and (iii) given above, and the controller obtained is
regarded as decentralized servomechanism controller [19],
[20], [21]. The paper [19] parameterizes all the decentralized
controllers which reject the unmeasurable disturbances with
known dynamics.
Moreover, the design of a controller which meets the
criteria (ii) and (iii) has been studied intensively in several
papers. In contrast to the H2 optimal centralized controller
which can be simply obtained from the Riccati equation, the
H2 optimal decentralized control problem involves sophis-
ticated differential/nonconvex matrix equations [22], [23].
As a result, the available techniques often seek a near-
optimal solution, rather than a globally optimal one. For
instance, a method is proposed in [24], which cuts off all the
interconnections between the subsystems and designs local
optimal controllers for the isolated subsystems accordingly.
The main shortcoming of this approach is that the controller
obtained may destabilize the system, in light of neglecting
the system’s interconnection parameters in the controller
design. Another technique for handling the underlying prob-
lem is to impose the stringent constraint of staticness on
the decentralized controller to be designed [25], [26]. More
recently, a method is provided in [8] which decentralizes any
given centralized controller of desired performance. As a by-
product of the results in [8], it is shown that the decentralized
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version of the H2 optimal centralized controller is a H2 near-
optimal decentralized controller. The only requirement of this
approach is that the nominal model of the system is known
by all control agents; i.e., every local controller must have
a belief about the model of the entire system. This idea is
further developed in [11] for the flight formation problem in
the model predictive control framework. The paper [27], on
the other hand, aims to design a controller for which all the
aforementioned criteria (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Since a set of
nonlinear equations are derived in [27] for control design,
this work cannot tackle the problem in question efficiently.
This paper presents a novel design strategy to obtain a
high-performance decentralized control law for hierarchical
interconnected systems, which is able to attenuate the effects
of unmeasurable external disturbances with known dynamics.
It is assumed that the state of each subsystem is available
in its corresponding local output (this is not an unrealistic
assumption in many applications such as vehicle formation
problems [28]), and that the modeling parameters of the
whole system are available (with some error) in any local
station. It is to be noted that once a centralized controller
is designed to achieve the properties (i) and (ii), its de-
centralized version (as can be obtained from [8]) does not
necessarily maintain the same properties. To bypass this
hurdle, a centralized controller is first designed to satisfy
some artificial constraints (inspired by the conditions given
in [11]). This controller is formulated in terms of LMI and
can be obtained straightforwardly. The centralized controller
elicited from the LMI problem is subsequently decentralized
via the approach presented in [8]. Since the knowledge of
each local controller about the whole system is inexact in
practice, a procedure is proposed to measure the closeness
of the designed decentralized controller to the optimal one
in terms of the statistical information on the parameter
deviation.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a hierarchical interconnected system S, whose
ith subsystem Si, i ∈ ν¯ := {1, 2, ..., ν}, is represented by:
x˙i(t) =
i∑
j=1
Aijxj(t) + Biui(t) + Eiω(t)
yi(t) = Cixi(t)
(1)
where xi ∈ ℜ
ni and ui ∈ ℜ
mi are the state and the input of
the subsystem Si, respectively. Furthermore, yi ∈ ℜ
ri is the
output of Si to be regulated, and ω(t) ∈ ℜ
q is the disturbance
vector. Assume that the state xi(t) of the subsystem Si is
locally available, and that there is no measurement noise, i.e.,
the measured output in the ith subsystem is equal to xi(t).
Suppose that the disturbance ω(t) can be expressed as:
z˙(t) = Λz(t)
ω(t) = Cz(t)
(2)
where the pair (C, Λ) is observable, and z(0) is arbitrary and
unknown.
The system S can be represented as follows:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Eω(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
(3)
where:
x(t) =
[
x1(t)
T x2(t)
T · · · xν(t)
T
]T
,
u(t) =
[
u1(t)
T u2(t)
T · · · xν(t)
T
]T
y(t) =
[
y1(t)
T y2(t)
T · · · yν(t)
T
]T
,
E =
[
ET
1
ET
2
· · · ETν
]T
,
B = diag
([
B1 B2 · · · Bν
])
,
C = diag
([
C1 C2 · · · Cν
])
(4)
and A is a ν × ν lower block triangular matrix whose (i, j)
block entry is equal to Aij , for any i, j ∈ ν¯, j ≤ i. Define
now:
n :=
ν∑
i=1
ni, m :=
ν∑
i=1
mi, r :=
ν∑
i=1
ri (5)
Suppose that the initial state x(0) is a random variable with
a given mean Xµ and variance Xσ. Define X0 as:
X0 := E
{
x(0)x(0)T
}
= Xσ + XµX
T
µ (6)
where E{·} represents the expectation operator. Furthermore,
assume that the elements of the matrix E given in (3)
are arbitrary and unknown. The objective of this paper is
introduced in Problem 1 given below.
Problem 1: Design a decentralized LTI controller Kd (with
block diagonal information flow structure [10]), such that the
following conditions hold:
i) The state x(t) goes to zero as t →∞, provided z(0) =
0.
ii) The output y(t) approaches zero as t →∞, regardless
of the initial state z(0).
iii) When z(0) is a zero vector, the performance index J
corresponding to the closed-loop system is satisfactorily
small, where:
J := E
{∫
∞
0
(
x(t)T Qx(t) + u(t)T Ru(t)
)
dt
}
(7)
and where R ∈ ℜm×m and Q ∈ ℜn×n are positive
definite and positive semi-definite matrices, respectively.
It is to be noted that since E is an unknown matrix and
can take any arbitrary value, it is desired that the controller
Kd be independent of E. The results obtained can be easily
extended to the tracking problem in the presence of nonzero
reference input, provided it can be expressed similarly to (2),
with all of its modes located in the closed left half plane.
This inclusion can be carried out by defining an augmented
system and converting the tracking problem for the original
system to a regulation one for the augmented system [29].
The following assumption is made without loss of generality.
Assumption 1: The matrices Bi, Ci and C satisfy the
following relations:
rank (C) = q, rank (Bi) = mi, rank (Ci) = ri, i ∈ ν¯
(8)
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One can easily deduce from the results of [19] that the
following two assumptions are required for the existence of
the desired controller Kd under Assumption 1.
Assumption 2: The matrices given below are all full-rank:[
Aii − λjI Bi
Ci 0
]
, ∀ i ∈ ν¯ and ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}
(9)
where λ1, λ2, ..., λp denote the eigenvalues of Λ. Further-
more, the inequality mi ≥ ri holds for all i ∈ ν¯.
Assumption 3: The pair (Aii, Bi) is stabilizable for all
i ∈ ν¯.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, it is desired to present the gist of the
decentralization procedure given in [8]. Assume for now
that z(0) = 0, i.e., the system S is disturbance free. Define
xi(t) and ui(t) as the vectors obtained from x(t) and u(t),
respectively, by eliminating their block entries xi(t) and
ui(t), for any i ∈ ν¯. Consider an arbitrary centralized LTI
controller Kc with the following state-space representation:
η˙c(t) = Γηc(t) + Ωx(t)
u(t) = Mηc(t) + Nx(t)
(10)
where ηc ∈ ℜ
µ. There exist constant matrices
Ω
i,Ωi,M
i,Mi,N
i,Ni,N
i¯ and Ni¯, such that the above
controller can be expressed in a decomposed representation
as follows:
η˙c(t) = Γηc(t) + Ω
ixi(t) + Ωixi(t)
ui(t) = Miηc(t) + N
ixi(t) + Nixi(t)
ui(t) = Miηc(t) + N
i¯xi(t) + Ni¯xi(t)
(11)
for any i ∈ ν¯. Similarly, there exist matrices Ai,Ai¯,Ai and
B
i (derived from A and B) such that the system S given in
(1) can be decomposed as follows:
x˙i(t) = Aixi(t) + Aixi(t) + B
iui(t)
x˙i(t) = A
i¯xi(t) + Aiixi(t) + Biui(t)
(12)
for any i ∈ ν¯. Define Kdi as a local controller for the subsys-
tem Si, i ∈ ν¯, with the following state-space representation:
η˙di(t) =
[
A
i + BiNi BiMi
Ω
i Γ
]
ηdi(t)
+
[
Ai + B
i
Ni
Ωi
]
xi(t)
ui(t) =
[
N
i¯
Mi
]
ηdi(t) + Ni¯xi(t)
(13)
Define also Kd as a decentralized controller consisting of
the local controllers Kd1 , Kd2 , ....,Kdν .
Theorem 1: [8] Assume that x(0) is a known vector (as
opposed to a random variable). The state and the input of the
system S under the centralized controller Kc are the same
as those of the system S under the decentralized controller
Kd, if the initial state of the local controller Kdi is chosen
as:
ηdi(0) =
[
xi(0)
0
]
, i ∈ ν¯ (14)
Theorem 1 states that the centralized controller Kc can
be transformed to an equivalent decentralized controller Kd,
if the initial state x(0) is a known vector and any local
controller Kdi , i ∈ ν¯, exactly knows the initial states of the
other subsystems. It is to be noted that these are not realistic
assumptions in practice, and thus the result of Theorem 1
cannot be applied to the real-world problems. However, this
result will be used later for the development of the main
results of the paper, where the practical limitations are taken
into account. As the first step, assume that x(0) is only
statistically known, and hence let the following initial state
be deployed:
ηdi(0) =
[
Xiµ
0
]
, i ∈ ν¯ (15)
instead of the one in (14). In the sequel, the internal stability
of the system S under the decentralized controller Kd will
be investigated.
Definition 1: Consider the system S given by (1). The
modified system Si, i ∈ ν¯, is defined to be a system obtained
by removing all interconnections going to the i’th subsystem
in S. The state-space representation of the modified system
S
i is as follows:
x˙(t) = A˜ix(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
(16)
where A˜i is derived from A by replacing the first i−1 block
entries of its i’th block row with zeros. It is to be noted that
S
1 = S.
Definition 2: Define the isolated subsystem Si, i ∈ ν¯, as
a system obtained from the subsystem Si by eliminating all
of its incoming interconnections.
Theorem 2: [11] The system S is internally stable under
the controller Kd if and only if the system S
i is stable under
the controller Kc, for all i ∈ ν¯.
A centralized servomechanism controller will be given in
the next section, which will be used later as a reference to
obtain the desired decentralized controller.
IV. A REFERENCE CENTRALIZED SERVOMECHANISM
CONTROLLER
To avoid trivial cases, assume with no loss of generality
that all of the eigenvalues of Λ lie in the closed right-half
plane. It can be concluded from Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, and
the results of [30], that there exist three nonunique matrices
B,M and N , such that any minimum order centralized con-
troller satisfying the requirements (i) and (ii) of Problem 1
can be represented by:
η˙c(t) = Aηc(t) + By(t) (17a)
u(t) = Mηc(t) +Nx(t) (17b)
where:
A := diag([ Λ Λ · · · Λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
r times
]) (18)
and where (A,B) is controllable. The objective of this
section is to solve the problem introduced below.
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Problem 2: Find the matrices B,M, and N , so that
the centralized controller given by (17) has the following
properties:
i) It satisfies the criteria (i) and (ii) of Problem 1.
ii) It stabilizes all of the systems S2, ...,Sν .
iii) B is a block diagonal matrix, and the dimension of its
ith block entry is rip× ri, for any i ∈ ν¯.
The centralized controller satisfying the conditions of
Problem 2 will be transformed to a decentralized controller
in the next section. It is to be noted that the conditions
(ii) and (iii) given above are required in the decentralization
procedure, as will be shown subsequently.
Lemma 1: Problem 2 has a solution, if and only if there
exist a block diagonal matrix B, matrices M and N , and
positive definite matrices P1, P2, ..., Pν with the following
properties:
[
A˜i 0
BC A
]T
Pi + Pi
[
A˜i 0
BC A
]
+
[
Q 0
0 0
]
− Pi
[
B
0
]
R−1
[
B
0
]T
Pi
+
(
R−
1
2
[
B
0
]T
Pi + R
1
2
[
N M
])T
×
(
R−
1
2
[
B
0
]T
Pi + R
1
2
[
N M
])
< 0, i ∈ ν¯
(19)
Proof: Substituting (17a) into (16) results in the augmented
system given below:
[
x˙(t)
η˙c(t)
]
=
[
A˜i 0
BC A
] [
x(t)
ηc(t)
]
+
[
B
0
]
u(t), i ∈ ν¯
(20)
It is inferred from [30] that the desired controller exists,
if and only if there exist a block diagonal matrix B, and
matrices M and N such that the static controller u(t) =[
N M
] [ x(t)
ηc(t)
]
stabilizes all of the augmented sys-
tems given by (20). Moreover, it follows from [31] that this
stabilizability problem is equivalent to the solvability of the
matrix inequality problem given in (19). ¥
Theorem 3: Problem 2 has a solution, if and only if there
exist block diagonal matrices B and W , matricesM and N ,
and positive definite matrices P1, P2, ..., Pν , V1, V2, ..., Vν ,
such that the following matrix inequality problem:
[
Φi Φ¯i
Φ¯Ti −I
]
< 0, i ∈ ν¯ (21)
is feasible, where:
Φi =
[
A˜i 0
0 A
]T
Pi + Pi
[
A˜i 0
0 A
]
+
[
I
0
]
CT
(
WT W − BT W −WTB
)
C
[
I 0
]
+ ViGVi − PiGVi − ViGPi +
[
Q 0
0 0
]
, i ∈ ν¯,
Φ¯i =
[ (
R−
1
2
[
B
0
]T
Pi + R
1
2
[
N M
])T
[
0 0
BC 0
]T
+ Pi
]
, i ∈ ν¯,
G =
[
B
0
]
R−1
[
B
0
]T
+ I
(22)
Proof of necessity: Assume that Problem 2 has a solution.
It can be concluded from Lemma 1 that there exist a block
diagonal matrix B, matrices M and N , and positive defi-
nite matrices P1, P2, ..., Pν , such that the matrix inequality
problem given in (19) is feasible. One can easily verify that
the matrix inequality problem (21) for the matrix variables
B,M,N ,W, P1, ..., Pν , V1, ..., Vν , where W = B and Vi =
Pi, ∀i ∈ ν¯, is the same as the one expressed by (19).
Proof of sufficiency: Suppose that there exist block diag-
onal matrices B and W , matrices M and N , and positive
definite matrices P1, ..., Pν , V1, ..., Vν , such that the matrix
inequality problem (21) is feasible. Applying the Schur
complement’s formula to (21), one can conclude that:
Φ¯iΦ¯
T
i + Φi < 0, i ∈ ν¯ (23)
On the other hand, it is known that:
(Pi − Vi)G(Pi − Vi) ≥ 0, C
T (B −W )T (B −W )C ≥ 0
(24)
The above inequalities are equivalent to the following ones:
ViGVi − ViGPi − PiGVi ≥ −PiGPi (25a)
CT WT WC − CTBT WC − CT WTBC ≥ −CTBTBC
(25b)
The inequalities (23), (25a) and (25b) lead to the following:
Φ¯iΦ¯
T
i +
[
A˜i 0
0 A
]T
Pi + Pi
[
A˜i 0
0 A
]
− PiGPi
−
[
I
0
]
CTBTBC
[
I 0
]
+
[
Q 0
0 0
]
< 0, i ∈ ν¯
(26)
The proof follows from Lemma 1 and from the fact that the
expressions in the left sides of the inequalities (19) and (26)
are identical. ¥
Remark 1: It can be easily verified that the matrix inequal-
ities (21) turn to be LMIs when V and W are set to be
constants.
Consider now the ith isolated subsystem Si:
x˙i(t) = Aiixi(t) + Biui(t) + Eiω(t)
yi(t) = Cixi(t)
(27)
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Pursuing the method proposed in [30] and using Assumptions
1, 2 and 3, one can obtain the matrices Bi,Mi and Ni, for
any i ∈ ν¯, such that the controller:
η˙ci(t) = Aiηci(t) + Biyi(t)
ui(t) = Miηci(t) +Nixi(t)
(28)
attenuates the state xi(0) of the system given in (27) to
zero provided z(0) = 0, and regulates yi(t) to zero for any
arbitrary z(0), where:
Ai := diag([ Λ Λ · · · Λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ri times
]) (29)
Define now the following matrices:
Bo = diag
([
B1 B2 · · · Bν
])
,
Mo = diag
([
M1 M2 · · · Mν
])
,
No = diag
([
N1 N2 · · · Nν
]) (30)
By considering B = B0, M = M0, and N = N0, it can
be easily concluded that the controller (17) is a solution to
Problem 2. Therefore, from Lemma 1 there exist positive
definite matrices P 0
1
, ..., P 0ν , such that the matrix inequalities
(19) hold for B = B0, M = M0, N = N0 and Pi = P
0
i ,
∀i ∈ ν¯. It is to be noted that the quadratic terms with respect
to Pi in (19) are eliminated, which implies that (19) is a LMI
with respect to Pi, and thus can be solved using the available
LMI solvers.
An algorithm is introduced next, which aims to design a
centralized controller solving Problem 2, while it meets the
condition (iii) of Problem 1 as well.
Algorithm 1:
Step 1) Set W = B0 and Vi = P
0
i for all i ∈ ν¯.
Step 2) Minimize the objective function trace(P1X0) for
the variables B,M,N and P1, ..., Pν ≥ 0, subject to the
inequality constraints (21), which are LMIs (according to
Remark 1), and the constraint that B is block diagonal (note
that X0 is defined in (6)).
Step 3) If
∑ν
i=1 ‖Vi − Pi‖ + ‖W − B‖ ≤ δ, where δ is
a prescribed permissible deviation, then stop. Otherwise, set
Vi = Pi, i ∈ ν¯, and W = B, and go to Step 2.
Let the matrices B, M and N obtained in Algorithm 1
be denoted by Bopt, Mopt and Nopt, respectively. It can be
easily seen that the control (17) with the parameters Bopt,
Mopt and Nopt satisfies the requirements of Problem 2 and
the condition (iii) of Problem 1.
Remark 2: The objective function trace(P1X0) intro-
duced in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 is, in fact, equivalent to
the performance index J given by (7). The details of this
equivalency may be found in [32].
Remark 3: As pointed out earlier, the matrix inequalities
given by (19) are satisfied for B = B0,M = M0, N = N0,
and Pi = P
0
i , i ∈ ν¯. On the other hand, by setting Vi = P
0
i
and W = B0, the LMIs (21) will be equivalent to the matrix
inequalities (19). This implies that the LMI problem given
in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 is feasible. In addition, it is evident
that this algorithm is monotone decreasing and convergent,
and should ideally stop when W = B and Vi = Pi for
all i ∈ ν¯. This results from the conditions under which the
inequalities (25a) and (25b) turn to the equalities. However,
Step 3 is required in order for the algorithm to halt in a finite
number of iterations.
The centralized servomechanism controller obtained here
will be used in the next section to find a high-performance
decentralized servomechanism controller.
V. OPTIMAL DECENTRALIZED SERVOMECHANISM
CONTROLLER
Consider the centralized controller K˜c of the form (10)
with the following parameters:
η˙c(t) = Aηc(t) + BoptCx(t)
u(t) = Moptηc(t) +Noptx(t)
(31)
The methodology proposed in Section III can now be ap-
plied to the centralized controller K˜c in order to obtain a
decentralized controller denoted by K˜d. For this purpose, let
the above controller be decomposed as:
η˙c(t) = Aηc(t) + B
i
optC
ixi(t) + Bopti Cixi(t)
ui(t) = Mioptηc(t) + N
i
optx
i(t) + Nopti xi(t)
ui(t) = M
opt
i ηc(t) + N
i¯
optx
i(t) + Nopt
i¯
xi(t)
(32)
where the matrices Ci,Biopt,B
opt
i ,M
i
opt,M
opt
i ,N
i
opt,N
opt
i ,
N
i¯
opt and N
opt
i¯
are derived from C,Bopt,Mopt and Nopt.
Therefore, the state-space representation of the local con-
troller K˜di , i ∈ ν¯, will be obtained as follows:
η˙di(t) =
[
A
i + BiNiopt B
i
M
i
opt
B
i
optC
i A
]
ηdi(t)
+
[
Ai + B
i
N
opt
i
B
opt
i Ci
]
xi(t)
ui(t) =
[
N
i¯
opt M
opt
i
]
ηdi(t) + N
opt
i¯
xi(t)
(33)
Suppose that the initial state of the controller K˜di is equal
to ηdi(0) =
[
Xiµ
T
01×rp
]T
, for all i ∈ ν¯, where 01×rp
denotes the 1× rp zero matrix. It is desired to prove that
K˜d is a solution of Problem 1.
Theorem 4: The decentralized controller K˜d satisfies the
requirements (i) and (ii) of Problem 1 for the system S.
Proof: Since K˜c given by (31) is designed in Section IV in
such a way that it stabilizes the modified system Si for any
i ∈ ν¯, it can be concluded from Theorem 2 that the state x(t)
of the system S under the decentralized controller K˜d goes
to zero as t →∞, provided z(0) = 0. Thus, the requirement
(i) of Problem 1 is met. Denote the block diagonal matrix
Bopt as:
Bopt = diag
([
Bopt
11
Bopt
22
· · · Boptνν
])
(34)
It can be easily verified that B
opt
i introduced in (32) is equal
to:
B
opt
i =
[
0ri×r1p · · · 0ri×ri−1p B
opt
ii
T
0ri×ri+1p · · · 0ri×rνp
]T
, i ∈ ν¯
(35)
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Furthermore, BioptC
i is derived from BoptC by removing
its ith block column (which is equal to B
opt
i Ci). This
observation along with the fact that Bopt and C are block
diagonal, yield that the ith block row of BioptC
i is a zero
matrix. Using this result and substituting (35) into (33), one
can rearrange the entries of the state vector ηdi(t) in order
to come up with the following state-space representation for
the local controller K˜di :
˙˜ηdi(t) =
[
Ai 0
Li1 Li2
]
η˜di(t)
+
[
Boptii 0
0 Li3
] [
yi(t) 0
0 xi(t)
]
ui(t) = Li4 η˜di(t) + N
opt
i¯2
xi(t)
(36)
where Ai is defined in (29). Apply now the decentralized
controller K˜d to the system S. Each interconnection signal
coming into the subsystem Si from the other subsystems
is composed of two main components: one is exponentially
decaying (because the requirement (i) of Problem 1 is
fulfilled) and hence does not affect the regulation of yi, and
the other one is an unbounded component whose effect is
similar to ω(t) in (2). This unbounded component together
with the disturbance term Eiω(t) can be modeled in the state-
space representation of the subsystem Si as an embedded
term E˜iω(t), where ω(t) is obtained from (2) with a proper
initial condition z(0). As a result, the ith subsystem can be
modeled as:
x˙i(t) = Aiixi(t) + Biui(t) + Giri(t) + E˜iω(t)
yi(t) = Cixi(t)
(37)
where ri(t) represents the exponentially decaying component
of the incoming interconnections. Since the structure of K˜di
in (36) complies with the controller proposed in [30], yi(t)
approaches zero as t → ∞, when the local controller K˜di
(given by (36)) is applied to the system given by (37). This
completes the proof. ¥
So far, it is shown that the decentralized controller K˜d
satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii) of Problem 1. The
requirement (iii) will be investigated next.
Assume that the centralized controller K˜c is applied to
the system S. Denote the corresponding performance index
(7) with Jopt. Note that Jopt is derived from a constrained
optimization problem, and ideally, it is desired to have
the same performance for the decentralized control system.
However, there is a deviation between the decentralized
performance index and Jopt. A method will be given next to
measure this deviation.
The performance index J associated with the system S
under the decentralized controller K˜d can be written as
trace(PdX
d
0
), where Pd is derived from a Lyapunov equation
[32], and:
Xd
0
=


X0 XµX
1
µ
T
· · · XµX
ν
µ
T
X1µX
T
µ X
1
µX
1
µ
T
· · · X1µX
ν
µ
T
...
...
. . .
...
XνµX
T
µ X
ν
µX
1
µ
T
· · · XνµX
ν
µ
T

 (38)
According to Theorem 1, if Xiµ is equal to x
i(0) for all i ∈ ν¯,
then the state and the input of the centralized closed-loop sys-
tem are the same as those of the corresponding decentralized
closed-loop system. Hence, Jopt can alternatively be written
as trace(PdX
c
0
), where Xc
0
is equal to the expected value
of the vector
[
x(0)T x1(0)T . . . xν(0)T
]T
times its
transpose. Therefore, the discrepancy between J and Jopt
can be obtained as follows:
Jopt − J = trace (PdΠ) (39)
where
Π =


0 cov(Xµ,X
1
µ) · · · cov(Xµ,X
ν
µ)
cov(X1µ,Xµ) cov(X
1
µ,X
1
µ) · · · cov(X
1
µ,X
ν
µ)
...
...
. . .
...
cov(Xνµ ,Xµ) cov(X
ν
µ , X
1
µ) · · · cov(X
ν
µ ,X
ν
µ)


(40)
and cov(pi1, pi2) = E
{
pi1pi
T
2
}
− E {pi1} E
{
piT
2
}
for any
arbitrary column vectors pi1 and pi2.
Remark 4: One can use the equation (39) to find out
how close the decentralized performance index J is to the
optimal centralized counterpart Jopt. In addition, it can be
deduced from (39) that the more the initial state x(0) tends
to be deterministic, the closer J becomes to Jopt, and in the
case of a deterministic initial state, J is equal to Jopt. This
observation along with the result of Theorem 4 confirm that
K˜d is a solution of Problem 1.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider a system S consisting of two interconnected
subsystems with the following state-space representation for
its first subsystem S1:
x˙1(t) =
[
1 −2
2 3
]
x1(t) +
[
1
3
]
u1(t) + E1ω(t),
y1(t) =
[
−1 2
]
x1(t)
(41)
and the following representation for its second subsystem
S2:
x˙2(t) =
[
−1 2
]
x1(t)− 3x2(t) + 5u2(t) + E2ω(t),
y2(t) = 3x2(t)
(42)
where :
• ω(t) is assumed to be the scalar exponential function
et, which represents the structure of the disturbance
affecting the input of the system.
• E1 and E2 are unknown matrices of proper dimensions,
which account for the unmeasurable nature of the dis-
turbance in the system.
Assume that the initial state of the system is a random
variable with X0 (defined in (6)) equal to I . It is desired
to design a decentralized controller Kd to solve Problem 1
under the assumption Q = R = I . To this end, an initial
centralized controller which can reject the disturbance ω(t)
is to be designed first. This controller is obtained (using the
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method proposed earlier) with the parameters given below:
A =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, Bo =
[
1 0
0 1
]
,
Mo =
[
−3.3182 0
0 −1.0393
]
,
No =
[
0.9231 −4.4856 0
0 0 −1.0147
] (43)
Using Algorithm 1 for optimizing the performance of the
initial controller, one will arrive at a centralized controller
K˜c described in (31) with the state-space matrices:
Bopt =
[
3.3253 0
0 1.6471
]
,
Mopt =
[
−0.9348 −0.0207
0.0988 −0.5580
]
,
Nopt =
[
0.8214 −4.2823 −0.0513
0.0480 −0.1015 −0.9764
] (44)
The resultant quadratic performance index J corresponding
to the initial controller given to Algorithm 1 and the optimal
controller K˜c are given by 8.6425 and 3.9422, respectively.
This sizable reduction in the cost function points to the effec-
tiveness of Algorithm 1. Now, let decentralize the controller
K˜c using the procedure proposed in Section V, to obtain the
local controllers K˜d1 and K˜d2 described by:
η˙d1(t) =

 −7.8820 0.4940 −2.78980 1.0000 0
4.9412 0 1.0000

 ηd1(t)
+

 −0.7602 1.4925−3.3253 6.6506
0 0

x1(t)
u1(t) =
[
−0.0513 −0.9348 −0.0207
]
ηd1(t)
+
[
0.8214 −4.2823
]
x1(t)
(45)
and:
η˙d2(t) =


1.8214 −6.2823 −0.9348 −0.0207
4.4642 −9.8468 −2.8043 −0.0621
−3.3253 6.6506 1.0000 0
0 0 0 1.0000


× ηd2(t) +


−0.0513
−0.1539
0
4.9412

x2(t)
u2(t) =
[
0.0480 −0.1015 0.0988 −0.5580
]
ηd2(t)
− 0.9764x2(t)
(46)
respectively. It is worth mentioning that these local con-
trollers are attained based upon the assumption that every
subsystem knows the parameters of the other subsystem, but
not necessarily its initial state. To evaluate the performance
of the controller K˜d, suppose that the real initial state x(0)
is equal to
[
1.5 1.5 1.5
]T
. This represents an inferior
scenario in light of the relation X0 = I (in fact, it can be
easily verified that the initial state given above is noticeably
far from its mean). Now, consider two cases as follows:
• Assume that E1 =
[
1 3
]T
, E2 =
[
5
]
, and
that each local controller knows the initial state of
the other subsystem with −100% error. As a result,
the initial states ηd1 and ηd2 are zero vectors. Let
the external input sin(3t) be applied to the system S,
other than the input disturbance. The outputs of the
first and the second subsystems of the system S under
the controllers K˜c and K˜d are depicted in Figures 1
and 2. As it can be observed, these two controllers
perform almost identically such that the discrepancy in
their corresponding signals is barely visible (specially
in the output y1(t)). These figures also illustrate that the
disturbance is rejected very quickly and that the steady-
state trajectory is reached rather shortly, although the
prediction error was significantly large.
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Fig. 1. The output y1(t) in the presence of −100% prediction error for
the initial state.
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Fig. 2. The output y2(t) in the presence of −100% prediction error for
the initial state.
• Assume that E1 and E2 are the same as the ones
introduced earlier, and that each local controller knows
the initial state of the other subsystem with 5000% error
(i.e. an extremely severe situation is considered here).
Hence,
ηd1 =
[
75 0 0
]
, ηd2 =
[
75 75 0 0
]
(47)
Let the external unbounded input t× sin(t) be applied
to the system S. The output of the second subsystem
of the system S under the controllers K˜c and K˜d is
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depicted in Figure 3 to substantiate how insensitive the
decentralized controller K˜d to prediction error is (due
to space restrictions, the output of the first subsystem
is not sketched here).
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Fig. 3. The output y2(t) in the presence of 5000% prediction error for
the initial state.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a near-optimal decentralized servomecha-
nism controller is designed for a hierarchical interconnected
system. This controller results in a satisfactory performance
with respect to a predetermined LQ cost function, and
is capable of rejecting unmeasurable external disturbances
of known dynamics. The designed controller relies on the
information of every individual subsystem about the overall
system, and since this information is inexact in practice, a
procedure is presented to assess the degradation of the perfor-
mance of the decentralized control system as a result of the
erroneous information. The simulation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the present work.
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